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Research background
• (Government policy) Requiring to implement a national disaster management system that works on-site
☞ Presidential Senior Secretaries Meeting, and Work Plan of Ministry of the Interior and Safety

• (Technical Environment) Expansion of use and application of drones in the disaster safety field
☞ Creation of drone technology & policy ecosystem, 49,467 qualified professionals (‘21.3.)

• (Change of perception) Government-centered disaster management
☞ Increase of need and importance of a disaster management governance system with comprehensive cooperation between
public-private industry and academia
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To-BE

< 8.22. SBS 8 o'clock News >

< Data acquired by the Drone
Emergency Operation Team >
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Why?

5 km
traffic jam
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Support for rapid disaster management through cooperation with drone experts in
the area adjacent to the disaster site (300 people scale nationwide)

Government-People Disaster Response Cooperation Link

Situation
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On-site
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Progress so far

 Survey of 100 private drone experts (March 2018)
 Proposal of drone utilization plan for public-private partnership disaster response (April 2018, Information Room)
 Private drone expert meeting (13 people), establishment of 89 people nationwide hotline (July 2018)
 Possibility verification through emergency response to typhoon “Solic” damage investigation (Aug. 2018)
 Government innovation best case competition (14 cases of MOIS), selection of the best case (Nov. 2018)
 Drone Emergency Operation Team meeting (Nov. 2020)

Beginning stage of
drone technology

20152017

Ecosystem
Creation

2018

2019

Rapid growth
of technology

 T/F to discover how to use drones in the disaster safety field (2015.)
 Use of drones by the disaster investigation researchers (2016.)
 Identifying the capabilities such as drone technology prospects and
survey of drone groups, etc. (2017)
 Idea planning, and drawing up the application method for disaster
afety field (October 2017)

 Research project request (national policy agenda)
 Promotion of issue-response-style technology development research
 Verification of effectiveness 5 times including typhoon damage investigation,
safety training, etc.
 Support for venture-type organizations, re-selection of best case for government innovation
 Selection of an excellent research project by the National Disaster Management
Research Institute
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Competency analysis of the Drone Emergency Operation Team
Drawing up application fields for disaster safety field depending on the type of drones possessed by private experts and
the ability to use them
Guidance pilots of the Korea Aero Models Association,
and drone groups: 261 people

Drone type, equipment purpose, residential
area, etc.

 Survey: 250 people (250 Guidance pilots of KAMA)
- 93%: they will help, 5%: they will not, 2%: they
have not decided
- 20s: 8%, 30s: 32%, 40s: 43%, 50s: 17%
 Resources: 261 people out of 300 (possession of
qualification)
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Operation outline of the Drone Emergency Operation Team
Prompt collection of damage information through cooperation with drone experts in areas
adjacent to disaster sites (conversion of strategic resources)

< Entering typhoon influence area >

< Typhoon Landfall >

< Typhoon extinction ->
Full-scale operation of drones >

Research and practice work

Flight (on-site) support
Administrative support
(legal system)
Government cooperation
(related organizations)

R&D

(11:00) Drone Emergency
Operation Team
Sharing operation and
information

8.22.

(15:00): Human sensor
Based on residential area
Start uploading on-site
information

(14:00)
Identification of national
support personnel and
transmission of manuals

<Emergency contact network,
manual, flight approval>
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(21:00)
Technical education,
Jeolla region

<Jeolla-do situation>

8.23.

<30 minutes of technical
training>

<Jeju Island Situation>

8.24.

<Jeju Island Situation>

Torrential
rain

8.31.

<Jeolla-do situation>

Cases of major activities
Typhoon damage survey (Danas, Lingling, Mitak):
460 people (total)

5 cases of on-site response: typhoon 3,
illegal drone 1, missing person 1

<Public Participation
in Safe Country
Training>

Support for searching missing persons
(cooperation with police stations)

< Best case of government innovation by
the MOIS, and the brand task >

Support for cooperation in investigation
of illegal drones in nuclear power plants
Illegal drone
appearance

Korea training for Public Participation in
Earthquake Evacuation Safety

Investigation
drone tracking

<Explanatory notes> ●Operation base ●Response area (radius 50 m)
A. Rooftop of Daehan Building (Hanbit Nuclear Power Station
Response Base)
B. Mundong breakwater (Kori Nuclear Power Response Base)
C. Camellia breakwater (Kori Nuclear Power Response Base)
D. Korea Glass (Kori Nuclear Power Response Base)
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< 7 cases of commendation and certificate
of appreciation to the Drone Emergency
Operation Team >

On-site application for typhoon damage investigation
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Expert discussion (comment, advice)
Objective advice required to apply drone technology to disaster safety and to focus on the “disaster response”
field with an independent structure of expertise
Establishment of an operating system that can be operated on-site subjected to 21 experts in disaster safety,
drones, etc.
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Discovering improvements through expert discussion (comments, advices)
 Aviation Disaster Prevention: If the current research becomes advanced, it is
necessary to establish an alternative for operating in an actual situation.

 Maritime Disaster: Excellent in practical application for disaster decision-making
support
- Need to expand the task with bold budget support and to link training between relevant
ministries and local governments (Safety Korean Training, etc.) to expand various types of
disaster types.

 Defense Security: Need to strengthen security, and use of military personnel in the
case of a national disaster
- The military also needs a cooperative system that supports military equipment when a
disaster response system is needed

 Drone mapping: Desirable in view of budget/resources/side, expanding image
analysis participation
- Establishment of the user participation and contribution system in data processing/analysis for
damage investigation
- Considering the needs of the task, need much more and long-term budget investment rather
than short-term investment

- Need to establish an integrated education system such as safety management, education, etc. on drone
operation.
- A drone insurance system has already been established. Promotion of subscription through consultation
with insurance companies

 Maritime Disaster: Granting command to civilian participants, and additional research
on drone emergency operation entities
- Need for follow-up research on education, insurance, status grant, etc. for the safety of private participants
- Need to conduct additional research on technologies that have secured applicability rather than the latest
technology, and operating entities

 Defense Security: Need to establish business agreements for each military unit
(commander or higher) and the education certification system
- Need agreements and business sharing with the emergency operator of drones by military unit
(commander or higher)
- Need private resource training and establishment of the certification system through approval (if necessary,
support by business trip training, etc.)

 Disaster recovery: Need to establish the detailed research direction and to discover
application to recovery on-site
- Need additional detailed research in terms of systems and fields etc. in research operation
- Need to discover application to disaster recovery field (Drone input, scope, estimated amount, etc.
depending on the damaged area)

 Maritime Search: Disaster field application training and establishment of laws on
treatment of drone operators
- Need education and training in parallel to effectively respond to disasters, cooperation with fire brigade and
marine rescue team
- Improving the treatment of private drone operators and need security training

 Disaster information: Need guarantees on accidents, discovering how MOIS will
support
- Need the insurance system to guarantee accident risk and a drone disaster research support
plan

 Gas safety: Securing personnel to evenly distribute by region, need the specially
developed drones

 Fire Aviation: Need to issue a public service provider certificate to civil drone operators
 Geospatial information: Applying Japan's best practice and need to apply mobile
carrier technology
- Japan has established a cooperative system between local governments and companies, and in case of a
disaster, it is put in within 24 hours and the results are provided within 36 hours
- Need to apply mobile carrier livecaster technology, and Japan has not established a real-time system yet.

 Drone industry: Need to develop education and training, expanding disaster safety
field

 Aerial survey: Easy to predict future disasters when linking damage analysis data

 Drone AI: Need to establish a cooperative system with related organizations such
as firefighting, etc. other than disasters

 Drone Terror: Need to legislate a special law on a drone emergency operation system
and to integrate DB data

 Disaster policy: Appropriate research promotion, mid- to long-term development
plan, training system

- The contribution to the utilization of the initial response is high, and need to legislate the drone emergency
operation when responding to a disaster
- Need to integrate photo and video DB and to manage white list of government drones

 Drone operation: Need to secure operability in cooperation between government and
local governments and to do long-term research
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What will be varied in the future?
Disaster situation management: Response

 Disseminating to and sharing collected information with related
organizations: support for active situation response

Disaster Recovery: Damage Investigation

 Quickly identifying the damage situation, and identifying the scale of damage
at the beginning of the situation through image analysis (mapping)

 Support for objective situation judgment through transmission
and sharing of on-site video

 Identification and analysis of damaged areas on the map by
establishing an area-based drone damage investigation system
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What will be changed in the future? (Example)
Cha Jeong-hoon (Yeongdong-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do)

<Before adaptation and cooperation>

<Changes after adaptation and cooperation>

○ Limitation of information gathering of the situation start stage dissemination
○ Difficulty in objective judgment by document-oriented situation reporting
○ Restrictions on personnel for on-site response by civil servants in a disaster
○ Difficulty in real-time responding at sites with restricted access to personnel

Situation management

○ Rapid collection and dissemination of disaster situations using drone communication
○ Objectification of situation judgment through video-based situation dissemination
○ Rapid response to disaster situations through nationwide use of drone resources
○ Field Accessibility and Diversity of Information Acquisition

Response to forest fire
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Damage investigation

